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Motivation & Introduction
• Current curriculum maps in engineering degrees are static. They
usually list courses in tabular form and do not explicitly show the
coherence or alignment of courses in a degree program.
• An online interactive curriculum map enables staff, students and
accreditors to effectively visualize the overall organisation and
mapping of a degree program [1, 2].
• The developed interactive tree map shows the interconnection
between courses and can support staff and accreditors by
identifying academic gaps, overlapping courses or redundancies [3,
4].

Static Thematic Structuring
Current curriculum maps in Glasgow University's School of
Engineering are static and are presented in tabular form.

The Interactive Curriculum Map
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Methodology
An interactive curriculum map for Glasgow University's Electronic and
Electrical Engineering (EEE) program was developed, which was based
on MIT’s tree mapping approach [5, 6] .

Preliminary Results
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• Important for students to visualize their curricula.
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• Interactive map provided staff a better understanding of how their
courses fit in the overall degree program.
• Helped staff identify content gaps/overlaps between courses.
• Helped staff improve their teaching delivery.
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